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a b s t r a c t
The dissipative particle dynamic (DPD) method is applied to simulate the DNA separation process based
on a mechanism developed earlier by other authors, who demonstrated a micro-device for separating
DNA molecules (>2 kbp) through an entropic trapping mechanism. The DPD is used to model the process
because it is intrinsic to modeling hydrodynamic interactions, which is lacking in some earlier works. We
use the worm-like chain model to represent DNA molecule and Lennard–Jones potential at mesoscopic
level to avoid phantom collision between the chain beads. Our simulations show that longer DNA strands
do move faster than shorter ones, as observed in available experimental data. We also conﬁrm that the
delayed entrance is the cause of entropic trapping. Contrary to some earlier reported data, we found that
the corner trapping is not a contributor to DNA separation.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
DNA separation is important for various biological analyses,
such as DNA ﬁngerprinting and genome sequencing. Gel electrophoresis is the standard method for separation DNA by length.
However, it is efﬁcient only for DNA molecules up to 40 kbp (base
pairs). Slab gel pulsed-ﬁeld gel electrophoresis (PFGE) can be used
to separate longer double-stranded DNA (dsDNA), but the process
usually takes several days if not weeks. Many researchers have
proposed novel separation mechanisms using on micro- and/or
nano-ﬂuidic devices [1–4]. Turner et al. [5] presented a device capable of separating DNA molecules according to their length. This
device consists of pillar-free and pillared regions. A dense matrix
of nanopillars with a diameter of 35 nm and spacing of 160 nm is
fabricated in the pillared region. When the driving electric ﬁeld is
applied, DNA molecules are forced into the pillared region where
they are stretched to ﬁt nano-channels inside the pillar matrix.
When the entire small molecule enters the pillar matrix and only
part of large molecule enters, the electric ﬁeld is turned off. The
large molecule will recoil back in the pillar-free region because
of the tendency to maximize its conformational entropy and the
small molecule will stay inside the matrix due to uniform entropy.
Therefore, the molecules of different lengths can be separated.
Bakajin et al. [6] manufactured a micro-chamber with hexagonal
array of pillars 2 m wide where transverse pulsed electrical ﬁelds
are applied alternatively along two axes of the array, separated
by 120◦ . Shorter molecules move faster in the array because they
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spend less time to reorient themselves along the axis of the ﬁeld,
while longer molecules use most of the pulse period to entirely
align to the axis of the ﬁeld. Huang et al. [7] applied a similar
idea to fabricate a DNA prism where DNAs of different sizes are
force to follow different route inside the micro-structured sieving
matrix under the asymmetric pulsed electric ﬁeld. Han et al. [1–3]
developed an entropic trapping array, which consists of alternative deep and shallow channels, to separate long DNA molecules
(>2 kbp). The shallow section is smaller than molecule at maximum entropy state so that the molecules must be stretched to pass
through. Size-dependent trapping is produced because entropic
free energies for DNA molecules of different sizes are different in
the deep and shallow sections. Thus, the separation is enabled using
a micro-fabricated entropic trapping array. More recently, Fu et al.
[8] followed Han et al.’s [1,2] work and introduced an anisotropic
nanoﬁlter array (ANA) for continuous-ﬂow biomolecule separation,
where both small molecules and long molecules can be separated
through Ogston sieving and entropic trapping mechanism respectively. Fu et al. [9] also demonstrated the separation of proteins
with different charges in ANA.
Besides the experimental studies mentioned above, numerical
simulation provides an alternative route to study DNA separation process. Micro-channels used in the DNA separation have
characteristic size between dozens of nanometers and several
micrometers and length around several millimeters. Because of
the molecular scales involved, direct simulation, such as molecular
dynamics (MD), is very expensive, if not completely infeasible. Furthermore, DNA mechanical properties at mesoscopic scale (0.1 m)
levels are physically relevant for understanding the separation process. Various mesoscopic methods have been applied in this area.
Tessier et al. [10] performed Monte Carlo simulation of DNA ﬂow
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through entropic trap array where polymer is modeled by a lattice
model with bond ﬂuctuation. Their results conﬁrmed Han et al.’s
[1,2] ﬁnding that longer molecules were trapped for shorter times.
However, the trapping time was unexpectedly long in their simulation and this could be due to the discrete lattice chain model.
Streek et al. [4] employed the Brownian dynamics (BD) method
to simulate the same process and they used the chain model with
linear spring to represent the DNA. However, they did not include
the hydrodynamics interaction (HI) in their BD model. They found
two mechanisms contributing to longer trapping times for smaller
molecules, namely delayed entrance of the narrow channel and
trapping at the corner of the channel. They also claimed that the second mechanism, which is due to recirculation ﬂow near the corner,
is the dominating factor. On the other hand, Lee [11] found through
experiments that shorter DNA can move faster than longer ones
in similar alternating deep–shallow nano-channels. We venture
to postulate that the second trapping mechanism (corner trapping) may not be valid since the gradient of the electric potential
smoothly converges to the entrance of the narrow region and the
charged molecules, such as DNA, should follow the electric ﬁeld
in the electrophoresis process despite the thermo-ﬂuctuation. As
will be presented later in this paper, we found no corner trapping
mechanism in our simulation. The lack of hydrodynamic interaction may contribute this converse deduction in Streek et al.’s [4]
BD simulation. Perkins et al. [12] claimed that “DNA is not freedraining even near full extension”. According to Viovy [13], the
hydrodynamic interaction is not negligible for DNA undergoing
electrophoresis. Jendrejack et al. [14] also claimed that the hydrodynamic interaction model provides results which quantitatively
agree with experimental data. Therefore, we strongly believe that
correctly modeling the hydrodynamic interaction is very important
for the simulation of DNA undergoing electrophoresis.
Instead of BD, a different mesoscopic method, namely the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is employed in this work. The DPD
method (Hoogerbrugge and Koelman [15] and Español and Warren
[16]) is a particle-based method which is able to effectively capture
the dynamical and rheological properties at length scales orders of
magnitude larger than molecular scales. Each particle represents
“a collection of molecules” and interactions between them are represented through soft repulsion, dissipation and stochastic noise.
Compared to BD, the DPD has an advantage in that the hydrodynamic interaction is intrinsic. The DPD is extremely versatile for
the construction of simple models for complex ﬂuids, as indicated
in Español [17]. It has been applied in various applications, including hydrodynamics of Newtonian ﬂuid (Español and Warren [16]),
colloidal suspension (Boek et al. [18]), polymer solution (Kong et
al. [19] and Fan et al. [20]), multiphase ﬂow (Conveney and Novik
[21] and Liu et al. [22]), etc. In this paper, we study DNA separation
in micro-channels using the DPD method.
To model macromolecules, such as polymer and DNA, in mesoscopic simulations, various coarse-graining models have been
developed, including the freely jointed chain (FJC), freely rotating
chain (FRC) and rotational isometric state (RIS) chain. In FJC, each
bond is treated as a free joint and the bond itself is modeled as
a rod or spring. The FRC is similar to FJC except that the angles
between bonds are ﬁxed. The RIS is more complicated and includes
rotation between bonds. Although the RIS has been more successful in determining the equilibrium properties of polymers, coarser
models, such as the FJC are sufﬁcient for understanding the dynamics of long chain molecules according to UnderHill and Doyle [23].
After coarse-graining, a chain macromolecule is represented as a
series of beads connected by either rods or springs. Rigid constraints
exist in bead-rod chains while elastic restoring forces are applied
in bead-spring chain models. The restoring forces are primarily due
to the entropy of the molecules. The entropy is mostly measured
by the number of micro-states, which are at small scale and are
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neglected in coarse-graining. A variety of numerical models have
been developed to represent these entropic restoring forces, including the Hookean spring, the inverse Langevin function spring, the
ﬁnitely extensible non-linear elastic (FENE) spring and the wormlike chain (WLC). These numerical chain models are used to model
polymer and DNA molecules in various applications. In particular,
the WLC model is well suited for describing stiff polymers and is
effectively used to model DNA molecules. Smith et al. [24,25] used
real-time ﬂuorescence microscopy to directly measure the extension of single DNA under different forces and created the extension
versus force curves for individual DNA molecules, which was used
by Bustamante [26] to construct parameters for the WLC model.
Perkins et al. [12] measured the extension of the DNA molecule in
ﬂow using optical tweezers and ﬂuorescence microscopy and found
quantitative agreement between elasticity data and the WLC force
law. They also claimed that the hydrodynamic interaction between
solvent and DNA is not negligible during electrophoresis. Marko
and Sigga [27] analyzed the experiments presented by Smith et al.
[24], Schurr and Smith [28] and Perkins et al. [12] and found clear
signature of WLC elasticity in the force-extension relations.
In this paper, we use DPD to simulate DNA separation process
through entropic trapping mechanism. Sections 2 and 3 respectively present the DPD method and the coarse-grain DNA model.
Wall boundary treatment, integration algorithm and parallelization are brieﬂy described in Sections 4–6 respectively. Scaling of
radius of gyration of DNA model is presented in Section 7 to validate the DNA model. The DNA separation simulation results are
presented and discussed in Section 8. Finally, the conclusions are
drawn.
2. The dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) method
In the DPD method, the system consists of interacting point particles, which are a representation of a group of real molecules.
The motions of these point particles are governed by Newton’s
equations of motion. The forces between these point particles are
assumed to be pairwise additive. For the ith particle, we have the
governing equations:
dri
= vi
dt

(1)


dvi
=
fij + fiext
dt

(2)

i=
/ j

Here ri and vi denote the position and velocity vectors respectively. The subscripts i and j represent the particle index. We assume
all particles have identical mass, which is taken as the unit of mass.
fij is the DPD inter-particle force acting from the jth particle to the
ith particle. fext is the external force, such as the electric force in
i

electrophoresis, acting on the ith particle.
In DPD, a particle represents a group of molecules and the interaction between particles can be loosely interpreted as a collective
representation of forces between these two groups of molecules.
The inter-particle force consists of three parts, namely: a conservative force fijC , a dissipative force fijD and a stochastic force fijR :
fij = fijC + fijD + fijR

(3)

The conservative force fijC is a soft repulsion force acting along
the line of particle centers and is given by:
fijC = fC (rij ) =



aij (1 − rij /rc )eij ,
0

rij ≤ rc
rij > rc

(4)

where aij is the maximum repulsion. rij = ri − rj is the vector from

 

the jth particle to the ith particle and eij = rij / rij  gives its unit vec-
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tor direction, and rc is the cutoff radius. The conservative force is
a linear function of particle distance. The dissipative force acts as
viscous force in the system to reduce velocity difference between
particles. The stochastic force represents the thermal motion of
unresolved scales, such as the molecules inside each particle. The
dissipative and stochastic forces are given by:
f៝ijD = f៝ D (r៝ij ) = −wD (rij )(e៝ ij · v៝ ij )e៝ ij

(5)

fijR = fR (rij ) = wR (rij )ij eij

(6)

Here  and  are two coefﬁcients that control the strengths of
the dissipation and random forces. wD (rij ) and wR (rij ) are weight
functions, and are dependent on the particle distance. vij = vi − vj
and ij is a white noise function with the following properties:
ij (t) = 0, ij (t)ij (t)kl (t  )
= (ıik ıjl + ıil ıjk ) ı(t − t  ) with i =
/ j and k =
/ l

(7)

The stochastic force acts to “heat up” the system. The dissipative
force, on the other hand, removes the kinetic energy and cools down
the system. When a balance is reached, the system’s temperature
will remain constant. According to the ﬂuctuation–dissipation theorem as stated in Español and Warren [16], the following relations
must hold in order to guarantee the system reaches equilibrium at
the speciﬁc temperature T :
D

R

2

2

w (r) = [w (r)] and  = 2kB T

(8)

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant. A widely adopted weight function is
D

R



2

w (r) = [w (r)] =

2

(1 − r/rc ) , r ≤ rc
0,
r > rc

2

wD (r) = [wR (r)] =

s

(1 − r/rd ) ,
0,

r ≤ rd
r > rd

(10)

3. The DNA model
Large DNA molecules are represented as a series of particles
(beads) linked through springs. Various numerical models have
been constructed, such as the Hookean and FENE models. The
mechanical properties of a single DNA molecule have been extensively studied experimentally. Marko and Sigga [27] analyzed the
experiments presented by Smith et al. [24] and Schurr and Smith
[28]. Perkins et al. [12] found the mechanical properties of DNA
molecule in an aqueous solution can be realistically modeled using
the worm-like chain (WLC) model, where the attraction spring
force between successive beads is expressed as
=−

kB T
eff

4p

eff



ri,i+1
1−
l

−2

24ε
rij

LJ
rij

6

2

LJ
rij

6

−1

(12)

where ε is the depth of the potential well and LJ is the distance at
which the potential equals to zero.
In summary, the DNA molecule is modeled as a string of beads
linked by springs. The spring force between successive beads is
speciﬁed by Eq. (11) while the inter-bead repulsion force given by
Eq. (12) is used to ensure self-avoidance.
4. The wall boundary

Here rd is cut-off distance for diffusive and stochastic forces. It
may be different from rc , which is the cut-off distance used when
calculating the soft repulsion force. Fan et al. [20] systematically
studied the effects of the parameters s and rd on diffusivity, viscosity and Schmidt number and used s = 0.5 in their simulations. The
choice of rd affects the number of pairs of interacting particles and
the computation cost. In this paper, we adopt rd = rc = 1.

WLC
fi,i+1

f LJ (rij ) = −∇ U LJ =

(9)

Furthermore, Fan et al. [20] proposed a general weight function
to improve the Schmidt number of DPD system:



UnderHill and Doyle [23] used statistical mechanics to analyze
the bead-spring chain models. They provided a bound on the number of beads used to model the molecule, 15 ≤ Nb ≤ 0.01˛, where
˛ is the number of persistence length segments that molecule contains. They also provided the choice of correction factor of the
effective persistence length. Various physical problems of a single DNA, such as scaling of radius of gyration and extension under
force/shear, have been successfully studied using the WLC model.
In this paper, we use standard DPD particles to represent the
chain beads, and the DNA molecule is modeled as a string of DPD
particles which is sequentially connected through the WLC spring.
However, the DPD particles can pass through each other without
restriction. It was observed that the chain beads pass through each
other during the simulation and caused the problem of phantom
collisions. In order to enforce self-avoidance of the chain, we apply
the Lennard–Jones potential U LJ between beads as in Symeonidis
et al. [29]. It is noted that the Lennard–Jones potential applied here
is deﬁned at mesoscopic level and not at the microscopic level as in
molecular dynamics. When the beads get close, the repulsion force
derived from the Lennard–Jones potential will dominate and push
them apart. The repulsion force is calculated as follows:



ri,i+1
+4
−1
l

(11)

where p is the effective persistence length and l the length of
fully extended spring. The contour length of a DNA molecule L =
l(Nb − 1) where Nb is the number of beads and Nb − 1 the number
of springs.

In the simulation of complex ﬂows, one has to consider the solid
wall boundary. There are various ways to model wall boundary
in DPD. In the Lee–Edwards boundary condition as shown in Lee
and Edwards [30], periodic images outside the simulation box are
applied to ensure the desired shear rates. Many researchers, such
as Revenga et al. [31] and Willemsen et al. [32], also used frozen
particles to represent the solid surface, which interact with other
particles. Due to the soft repulsion between particles, it is difﬁcult
to prevent particles from penetrating the wall boundary. Furthermore, large density ﬂuctuation is also observed near wall boundary
in this kind of wall treatment. Several methods have been developed to remedy these problems. Besides higher density of wall
particles, particle reﬂection schemes have also been adopted to
shift particles, which ventured inside the wall, back into the ﬂuid
domain, so as to maintain mass conservation and prevent wall
penetration. Revenga et al. [33] carried out a detailed study on various reﬂection methods, including specular, Maxwellian and bounce
back reﬂections. Willemsen et al. [32] presented a method to reduce
density ﬂuctuation near wall boundary. They created an extra layer
of “ghost” particles within the interacting distance from the wall
and computed their positions and velocities using the positions
and velocities of particles inside the simulation domain. Although
their method is complex and expensive, it signiﬁcantly reduced
the density ﬂuctuation near the wall boundary. Duc et al. [34] used
two layers of wall particles to provide smooth repulsion against
the ﬂuid particles and bounce-back reﬂection to correct particle
penetration. Their calculations showed reduction in the density
ﬂuctuation near the wall boundary, and the no-slip boundary was
also well-preserved.
In this paper, we adopt Duc et al.’s [34] method because of its
simplicity, and the use of only local operations. We generate two
layers of wall particles along the wall boundary. The distances from
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the ﬁrst and second layer wall particles to the boundary are ˛1 rc
and ˛2 rc respectively, where 0 < ˛1 < ˛2 < 1. These wall particles interact with free particles in the same way as the interaction
between free particles themselves. To prevent penetration, the
bounce back reﬂection is applied to particles inside the wall boundary. The new position and velocity of the particle after bounce back
reﬂection are given as follow

vnew = 2vwall − vold

 wall
rnew = rold + 2dn n

(13)

where dn is the distance between the particle and wall bound wall is the unit normal vector of the wall boundary. More
ary, and n
details of the implementation of the wall boundary can be found
in Duc et al. [34]. In our simulations, we choose ˛1 = 0.125 and
˛2 = 0.125.
5. Integration algorithm
Several integration schemes can be used for evolving the DPD
governing equation. Lowe [35] presented a scheme based on the
re-equilibration of the system where the dissipative and random
forces are not explicitly calculated. The particle velocity is corrected at every time-step using the Maxwell velocity distribution.
Groot and Warren [36] described a velocity-Verlet algorithm which
is based on a prediction and correction procedure. The interaction
forces are explicitly calculated. Both methods introduce minor artifacts as demonstrated in Jakobsen et al. [37]. The velocity-Verlet
algorithm is popular because it is explicit and easier to be parallelized. It has been noted that the Lennard–Jones potential is a hard
potential and increases exponentially with decreasing of distance.
To ensure the stability of numerical integration, one can either use
special integration schemes, such as sub-cycling as in Symeonidis
and Karniadakis [38], or employ small time-steps. In this paper, we
apply the standard velocity-Verlet algorithm with small time-step
to avoid complexity and uncertainty of numerical errors introduced
in sub-cycling.
6. Parallel implementation
With the exception of force calculations, all operations in the
velocity-Verlet algorithm are local and can be easily parallelized.
In the force calculations, the information of two particles within
the cut-off distance are required, as shown in Eqs. (4)–(6). To
reduce computation cost, Rapaport [39] presented a cell subdivision method. He divided the domain into sets of small Cartesian
cells that have spans larger than the cut-off distance. Therefore, all
interacting particle pairs must locate either in the same or neighboring cells. Instead of calculating the distance between any two
particles, one only needs to test particles in same cell or neighboring cells. Using the linked-list data structure, it is a very efﬁcient
technique for identifying all interacting particle pairs.
To parallelize the force calculations, one must divide the particles among processors. In our implementation, we apply a domain
decomposition technique. Cartesian cells are divided between
processors and each processor holds all particles inside its cell
partition. To further reduce the communication cost, the particles
belonging to neighboring cells are duplicated and kept in the processor. Thus, the interacting particle pairs can be easily found. The
partition strategy is to distribute cells among the processors so that
each processor has nearly the same number of particles. Processors
exchange only particle data belonging to neighboring cells. By doing
so, we obtain better scalability, which is demonstrated in the following section. The code uses MPI to communicate data in different
processors.

Fig. 1. Scaling of radius of gyration of DNA model using WLC and Lennard–Jones
potential.

7. Scaling of radius of gyration
To verify the DNA model used in this work, we studied the scaling of radius of gyration of our chain model consisting of WLC and
Lennard–Jones potential. The elastic property of the chain model,
such as extension under force and/or shear, is another check for
applicability of the chain model. For a chain under extension, the
inter-bead force caused by the Lennard–Jones potential is negligible since it is active only when the beads are too close. We expect
our chain model to possess similar properties as a pure WLC model,
and the simulation results do indeed conﬁrm this. The extension of
WLC chains was comprehensively studied by Bustanmante [26] and
Marko and Sigga [27] and we do not repeat it here.
Symeonidis et al. [29] studied the scaling of the radius of gyration of a single polymer using different chain models, including
FENE, FENE with Lennard–Jones, and WLC. However, the scaling
for WLC with Lennard–Jones, which is the DNA model used in this
work, was not covered in that work. To verify this DNA model, we
study the scaling of radius of gyration of a single DNA molecule.
The radius of gyration of a chain is computed as follow
1 
2
(ri − rcm )
Nb
Nb

Rg2

=

i=1

where rcm =

1
Nb

Nb

r
i=1 i


(14)

is the position vector of center of mass. Sta-

tistical scaling arguments show that Rg ∝ (Nb − 1)a . For real chains,
Flory’s formulae gives a = 0.6, which has been veriﬁed by light
scattering experiments reported in Gennes [40].
A single chain of multiple beads representing a DNA molecule
is immersed in a box of DPD particles which models the solvent.
Periodic boundaries are assumed on all six boundaries. Initially,
the beads’ positions are randomly generated. We allow the system to evolve until it reaches quasi-steady state, i.e. the highest
entropy state. The DPD parameters used in Groot and Warren [36]
are used in these simulations, where  = 4, kB T = 1, aij = 18.75 and
 = 3. The same DNA model parameters as in Symeonidis et al. [29]
are used here. We take l = 2rc and adjust the effective persistence
eff
length p using the results of UnderHill and Doyle [23] for -phage
DNA. For the Lennard–Jones potential, ε = kB T and LJ = 2−1/6 , so
that only pure repulsion force acts between beads.
Simulations were carried out for chains with 5-, 10-, 20-, 50and 100-beads. We measured the chains’ radius of gyration in the
simulations, and used the average as their radius of gyration. Fig. 1
presents the radius of gyration of chains of different length in logarithmic scale. The horizontal-axis is the number of springs and the
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Fig. 2. Electric ﬂuxes at the deep and shallow channels.

vertical-axis the radius of gyration. To calculate the scaling exponent, we ﬁtted the result using non-linear least-squares theory and
plotted it as the solid line in the ﬁgure. The static exponent of the
scaling of radius of gyration for our DNA model is 0.609, which is
close to the Flory’s formulae.
8. DNA separation process
Han et al. [1,2] described a micro-channel device to separate
DNA molecules of different sizes. This device consists of an array
of micro-fabricated alternating deep and shallow regions. The deep
channel is large enough to allow molecule relaxation to reach the
maximum entropy state. The shallow channel is of nanometer scale,
and is smaller than the radius of gyration of the molecules. Therefore, the molecules have to deform before they pass through the
shallow section. Conformation change from the maximum entropy
state means that energy is required to match increasing entropic
free energy. Han et al. [1,2] used a static electric ﬁeld to drive the
DNA molecules. Fig. 2 presents a period of Han et al.’s [1,2] microchannel and the electric ﬁeld inside it. The green lines represent the
boundary of computational domain. The left and right boundaries
are periodic boundaries and the particles that move out from either
side are reintroduced at another side. The top and bottom boundaries are the channel wall boundaries. We neglect the solvent ions
and surface charges on the channel wall when we solve the Laplacian equation for the electric potential. The vectors in the ﬁgure
represent the reversed electric ﬂuxes. The ﬂuxes in the shallow
channel are larger than in deep channel and their ratio is inversely
proportional to the depth ratio. It is also noted that strong converging ﬂuxes exist near the entrance and exit of the shallow channel.
Fig. 3 highlights the strong converging and diverging ﬂuxes, respectively.
The competition between entropic elasticity and electric driving
force determines if molecules are able to squeeze into the shallow
channels. According to Han et al. [1], molecules would be trapped
indeﬁnitely if the electric ﬁeld is too weak to overcome the energy
barrier, or escape without being retarded if the electric ﬁeld is too
strong. For either case, no separation occurs. When an appropriate electric ﬁeld is applied, the molecules have ﬁnite possibility
to overcome the energy barrier. Long DNA molecules have better
chance to escape the entropic trap because they are more likely
to develop narrow extrusion inside the shallow channel where the
electric force is strong and pulls the entire molecule into the shallow channel. Han and Craighead [3] presented theoretical analyses
on these phenomena. In the present work, we numerically study
this entropic trapping mechanism using DPD simulation.
In the present simulation, the channel geometry was modiﬁed
in order to reduce computation cost. We reduced the periodic channel length from 4 to 2 m since we found that the molecules relax
within short distances in the deep region. Therefore, it is not necessary to use a long channel to allow the chain to relax. The lengths

Fig. 3. Electric ﬂuxes at entrance and exit of the shallow section.

of the shallow and deep regions are equal. The depth of the shallow
region is set at 100 nm and the depth of deep region is reduced
to 1 m. In the actual experiment, the channel width is 30 m.
Here we use a width of 1 m and apply periodic boundary condition in this direction. Two DNA models, one with 33 beads and
the other with 129 beads, are considered here. The length ratio
between these two models is close to the T2- and T7-DNA used in
the experiment. We take the length scale as 50 nm and the shallow
region has a non-dimensional depth of 2. In the current simulation,
we use non-dimensionalized units, and the “2” here means that the
depth is 100 nm since the length scale is 50 nm. We use the same
parameters as indicated in the last section. The driving force acting
on the particles is computed through interpolation of the electric
ﬂux ﬁeld.
We conduct the simulations in the following manner. First, we
generate chain models randomly inside the channel and allow
relaxation without the inﬂuence of external force. Then, in order to
mimic the accumulation stage of the experiment, we apply a small
force so that the chain models accumulate at the front of shallow
region. We found that the chains remained in the trap if the small
external force is not increased, even when the simulation is run
continuous for a very long time. This observation agrees with Han
et al.’s [1,2] theory that the molecule would be trapped indeﬁnitely
when electric ﬁeld is too weak. The last stage in the experiment is to
launch the separation process by a sudden increase of the applied
voltage. This process is simulated by increasing the electric ﬂuxes
to push the chain models such that they escape the trap.
Fig. 4 presents two simulation snapshots of the molecules’ conformations during the separation process. In the deep channel, both
molecules coil and relax to reach their maximum entropy states.
Once they are in shallow channel, the molecules are stretched to
ﬁt into the limited space. Both molecules continuously alter their
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Table 1
Time scales for short and long chains.

Fig. 4. The molecules’ conformation change during electrophoresis.

conformations, between coil and stretch, during the electrophoresis.
Several simulations using different driving forces were conducted and separation of the chain models was observed. In this
work, we deﬁne the chain position as the position of its center
of mass. To directly measure the chain’s movement, we use the
chain’s horizontal position and accumulate it over the periodic
boundary. Fig. 5 shows the separation between short and long DNA
models. Since our simulation is conducted on periodic domain,
the movement of DNAs was accumulated horizontally to represent their movement passing through multiple traps. The ﬁgure
presents the horizontal movement of the short and long chains
under different driving forces. The horizontal-axis represents the
simulation time while the vertical-axis represents the chain’s accumulated horizontal position. Different magnitudes of the driving
force are applied by multiplying different scalars to the interpolated
electric ﬂuxes. The ﬁgure shows the DPD simulation results using
three scalars f = 0.2, 0.4, 0.8. In general, these curves indicate that
molecules move faster when driving force is larger. Separation
between short and long molecules is observed when f = 0.2, 0.4.
For a weak force, f = 0.2, the velocity difference is large and the sep-

Fig. 5. Movements of short and long chains at different driving forces.

Number of beads

app

act

cross

33
129

1.34e2
7.83e1

1.83e1
1.18e1

1.19e1
1.45e1

aration is efﬁcient. However, the molecules move relatively slower
and signiﬁcant time is required for separation. When f = 0.4, the
velocity difference is smaller compared to the case of f = 0.2. However, the molecules move faster. One can thus conclude that a small
force results in clear separation but slow movement, while a larger
force moves the chains faster but produces less efﬁcient separation.
When the driving force is too large, such as f = 0.8, both molecules
move with similar velocities and no separation occurs. These observations agree with Han et al.’s [1,2] experimental ﬁndings. It should
be noted out that we did not detect any corner trapping phenomenon as reported by Streek et al. [4] in our simulations. The
electric ﬂuxes converge to the entrance of shallow channel and
always pull the molecules towards the entrance of shallow channel.
No corner recirculation was observed in our simulations.
Fig. 5 also shows that the molecule’s horizontal motion is not
linear. It actually contains three phases as indicated by Panwar
and Kumar [41]. These three phases are namely: the approaching
phase, where the molecule closes in at the entrance of the shallow channel; the activation phase, where the molecule changes its
conformation to squeeze into the shallow channel; and the crossing phase, where the molecule passes through the narrow channel.
Panwar and Kumar [41] conducted numeric studies using Brownian dynamics to identify the time scales associated with these
three phases. We shall denote these time scales as app , act and
cross , respectively. They concluded that app and act decrease with
molecule length while cross increases with molecule length. We
measured these time scales in our simulation where f = 0.2. The
averaged time scales are presented in Table 1. Comparing the time
scales for short and long chains, we ﬁnd that our simulation results
agree with Panwar and Kumar’s [41] conclusions.
To verify our simulation results are time-step independent, we
carried out corresponding simulations using four different timesteps, namely: 1e−3, 2e−3, 4e−3 and 8e−3. The driving force
scalar is set to f = 0.4. Fig. 6 demonstrates the time-step convergence of simulations since time-step does affect the DPD simulation
results. The ﬁgure presents horizontal movement of the short
and long molecules using different integration time-steps. It is
demonstrated that the time-step does affect the DPD simulations.
The molecules move with different trajectories when different

Fig. 6. Simulation results of molecules’ horizontal movement using different timesteps.
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Fig. 7. Computational speedup with relation to number of processors.

time-steps are applied. Under different time-steps, there is little
difference on the average velocity of the DNA. However, the velocity difference between short and long DNA are clearly present using
all time-steps. It proves that our simulation captures the physics of
DNA separation and the separation in our simulation is not an artifact. Separation occurs in all simulations regardless the time-step
used.
Finally, we illustrate the performance of our parallel DPD code.
The machine used is a Linux cluster consisting of nine computing
nodes, where each node has two duo-core Intel Xeon processors.
A Gigabit switch connects all the nodes. Fig. 7 shows the speedup
using different number of processors. The code performs reasonably well for small number of processors.
9. Conclusions
In Han et al. [1,2], a novel nanometer channel device for the
separation of long DNA molecules using an entropic trapping
mechanism were fabricated. Alternating deep and shallow sections
construct an array of traps where the DNA conformations must
undergo coil-stretch changes in order to pass through the traps.
They found that longer molecules moved faster than shorter ones.
Han and Craighead [3] provided detailed theoretical analyses of
this separation phenomena. In this paper, we studied this separation process through mesoscopic-scale numerical simulation.
Speciﬁcally, the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) method was
employed due its capability of capturing the hydrodynamic interactions, which is a very important aspect in the separation process.
We simulated the entire procedure of the DNA separation, including sample preparation and launch separation. We veriﬁed that the
entropic trapping mechanism plays a vital role in Han et al.’s [1,2,3]
nano-ﬂuidic device. Through a parameter study, we conﬁrm Han et
al.’s [1,2,3] observation that a small voltage gives clear separation
but long separation time, while a large voltage uses less time but
produces less efﬁcient separation. Our simulations also show that
longer DNA strands do move faster than shorter ones, as observed
in Han et al.’s [1,2] experiments. In addition, we also conﬁrm that
the delayed entrance is the cause of the entropic trapping. However, we found that corner trapping is not a contributor to the DNA
separation process, as reported by Streek et al. [4].
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